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Pulsar Timing Arrays (PTAs)  

A network of widely distributed and well-timed millisecond pulsars (MSPs)  

A galactic timing interferometer to detect ~nanoHz gravitational waves (GWs) [S. L. 
Detweiler, Atrophy’s. J. 234 (1979)] 
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[credit: www] 



Cross-correlation of  Pulsars
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Hellings-Downs Curve  
Encodes exactly the cross-correlation of pulsar timing 

data that would indicate a common GW signal.



A Milestone

4CPTA: 2306.16216

PPTA: 2306.16215

NANOGrav: Nature (2023) 

EPTA: 2306.16214



Pulsars as A Precision Astronomical Laboratory 

Timing  

Polarization (linearly-polarized; 
measured for calibrating pulsar 
observation)
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Can we cross-correlate pulsar polarization data, as done for the timing data, to give full play to 
its capability in exploring astrophysics and fundamental physics?
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Pulsar Polarization Arrays (PPAs)

[arXiv:2111.10615] 

PTAs: suited for revealing physics with a common correlated timing signal  

PPAs: suited for revealing physics with a common correlated polarization signal 
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Big Questions for Particle Physicists  

[Working group report (particle physics) for Snowmass 2013]

As one scientific case,  we consider  
the detection of axion-like wave Dark Matter



Wave Dark Matter (WDM) 
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Wave Dark Matter: Bosonic and ma << 30 eV => Large occupation number per de Broglie volume 
(NdB >> 1) in a Milky-Way-like environment => Formation of a coherent state with strong wave nature  

[Aaron Chou, Snowmass2021]
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Axion-like WDM

Axion-like particles are probably the most important WDM 
candidate. Their coherent state usually oscillates as 

a(x, t) = a0(x, t) cos(mat+mav · x+ �)

Because of condensate of axions, a dense soliton core forms at galactic center, 

Period is determined by the axion mass in temporal 
direction and its momentum in spatial direction;  
Amplitude is determined by energy density of DM halo   

⇢DM(x, t) =
1

2
m2

aa
2
0(x, t) +O(v2)

[Hui, Ostriker, Tremaine, Witten 
Phys. Rev. D 95 (2017)]
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[Also see Geraldine Servant’s talk]



Fuzzy Dark Matter 

Core-cusp problem: 
Inconsistency between 
prediction of standard 
WIMP and observation 

DM halo profile

Fuzzy DM [Hu, et. al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 85 (2000)]: ma ~ 10^-21 - 10^-22 eV (oscillation period 
2*pi/ma ~ 1 yr, with a dB wavelength ~ O(100) pc), where small-scale problems on astronomical 
structure could be addressed.  

Schive, Chiueh,  
Broadhurst 

Nature Phys. 10 (2014)

Because of quantum uncertainty, 
a dense soliton-like core forms at 

galactic center, with a radius ~ 
de-Broglie wavelength. 10
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Cosmological Birefringence (CB)

Axion-like WDM can affect pulsar polarization via an 
effect known as ``cosmological birefringence’’ 
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Parity-violating Chern-Simons term => Different dispersion relations for left- and right-circular 
polarized light => Position angle rotated for the linearly polarized light traveling across an 

axion field (including axion-like WDM halo)        
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Cosmological Birefringence (CB)
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 Comparison with Faraday Rotation (FR)

CB: determined by the difference of axion field profile between two endpoints of the 
light path due to the topological nature of Chern-Simons coupling. VS FR: relies on 
path length directly.  

CB: no frequency dependence. VS FR: increases with wavelength square. 

CB: features oscillation with a period of 2*pi/ma. VS FR: no characteristic time 
dependence is expected. 

• B: magnetic flux density

• d: length of light path

• ⌫: Verdet constant
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CMB-Based Detection   
[Lue, Wang, KamionKowski, PRL(1999)]

PA rotation - Determined by the difference of axion field between at recombination and for the Universe today



CMB-Based Detection   CMB-Based Detection    

Becomes a standard task for the CMB missions today
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[TL, G. Smoot, Y. Zhao, arXiv:1901.10981] 

Pulsar Light-Based Detection   

PA rotation - Determined by the difference of axion field between near the 
PSR at the time of photon emission and around the Earth at the moment 
of photon receiving. 
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Detecting Axion-like WDM with PPAs

WDM

Two important facts on the axion-like WDM 

It can influence the polarization of pulsar light while 
it travels across galactic halo 

As it is wave-like, its influence for the array of 
pulsars is common and correlated  

=> PPAs are especially suited for its detection !
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Cross-correlation:  GWs VS WDM 
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Pulsar termEarth term

SGWB (PTAs) Axion-like WDM (PPAs)

Earth-Earth Term quadrupolar correlation 
(Hellings-Downs curve)  monopolar correlation

Pulsar-Pulsar Term spatial correlation degrades 
quickly (L≫ldB~1/w)

spatial correlation degrades 
much slower (L≫ldB≫1/ma),  
enhanced at galactic center

Timing residue caused by stochastic GWs

PA rotation caused by axion-like WDM
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Sensitivity Projection for Benchmark PPAs 

The projected PPA limits form a complementarity with the existing CMB bounds 
With noise variance ~ (0.1 deg)^2, the limits can be improved by one more order of magnitude 
The analyses with real data (from some PTA programs) are being carried out or planned

NPPA: 100 MSPs around the Earth; 10 
years’ observation with a cadence 10/
yr; noise variance - 1deg^2  

FPPA: 100 MSPs near the galactic 
center; 10 years’ observation with a 
cadence 10/yr; noise variance - 1deg^2 

OPPA: 100 MSPs following the ATNF 
pulsar distribution; 30 years’ 
observation with a cadence 1/week; 
noise variance - 1deg^2 

[TL, X. Lou, J. Ren, PRL (2023)] 
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IXPE, EXTP, … ?

Radio band 
detection

High-F band 
detection

PPA detection  
(non-gravitational)

PTA detection 
(gravitational)

A Wider Landscape

Fermi-LAT

[Also see Nataliya Porayko’s talk] 
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PTA Detection
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Oscillating timing residual

⇢DM(x, t) =
1

2
m2

aa
2
0(x, t) +O(v2)

=>

PTA Detection

[A. Khmelnitsky, V. Rubakov; 
arXiv:1309.5888] 
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First Parkes PTA Measurement
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Gamma-Ray PTA 

While being limited by statistics, such a high-
frequency PTA can benefit from a suppression of 
intrinsic red noise of dispersion measure variance
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Based on the current statistics, a sensitivity gap can be clearly seen

Gamma-Ray PTA 
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J1231-1411 stochastic (PBP-based)

Fermi-LAT stochastic (PBP-based)

PPTA deterministic (TOA-based)

EPTA deterministic (TOA-based)

NANOGrav deterministic (TOA-based)
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Correlating the PPA and PTA Detections

PTA detection is essentially gravitational (measuring energy density of DM halo), while 
the PPA detection is non-gravitational (measuring axion Chern-Simons coupling)  

Non-gravitational detection is highly important for exploring the DM properties. Our 
ignorance on the DM properties to a great extent is due to the limitation of  our main  
knowledge source to gravitational detections 

A combination of PPA and PTA can certainly strengthen our understanding on the 
nature of DM

The PPA and PTA detections can be further correlated to strengthen 
their capability in identifying the nature of signals.
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 Take-home Messages

To fully extend the physical reach of pulsars as a precision astronomical 
tool, we have developed the concept of pulsar polarization arrays  

As one scientific case, we demonstrated that the PPAs can be applied to 
detect the axion-like WDM as a common correlated signal. This approach 
forms a complementarity with the CMB measurement    

In view of its non-gravitational nature, a combination of the PPA with the 
PTA detections will further benefit our understanding on the nature of DM       
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Thank you!

CRF under Grant No. C6017-20G  

 


